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A b s t r ac t
Aim: The purpose of this review is to compare randomized clinical trials evaluating the peri-implant tissue outcomes using different unsplinted
attachment systems in two implant-retained mandibular overdentures.
Background: Literature lacks information on various unsplinted attachment systems and their effect on peri-implant tissue health. A focus
question (as per PICOS) was set as follows: Does one particular unsplinted attachment system (I) compared with another (C) results in better
peri-implant outcomes (O) in two implant-retained mandibular overdentures (P) using randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (S)? The literature
search was conducted in the PubMed, MEDLINE and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) databases between January
2011 and December 2021. The keywords used were “denture, overlay,” “denture,” “overlay” AND “dental prosthesis, implant supported,” “dental
implants,” “dental implant abutment design” AND “jaw, edentulous,” “mouth, edentulous” AND “mandible.” Only RCTs on two implant-retained
mandibular overdentures using unsplinted attachment systems measuring peri-implant tissue outcomes with minimum 1-year follow-up were
selected. In total, 224 studies were identified in initial search, and 25 were shortlisted for full-text evaluation. Four studies were included for
systematic review upon considering inclusion and exclusion criteria. The risk of bias was evaluated using Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool 2.0 (RoB 2.0).
Review results: A total of 41 patients received ball attachments (in 3 studies), 36 patients received low-profile attachments (in 3 studies), 16
patients received magnet attachments (in 1 study), and 13 patients received telescopic attachments (in 1 study). All four studies used standard
sized implants, however, differed in implant manufacturers. Two studies which compared ball attachments low-profile attachments revealedsimilar peri-implant tissue health parameters but differed in crestal bone-level changes. One study compared ball with telescopic attachments
and revealed similar results in crestal bone-level changes and all four peri-implant tissue health parameters. Single study compared magnets
with low-profile attachments and shown lesser bone loss with magnet attachments. Single study was judged to have low risk of bias, single
with some concerns, and remaining two to have high risk of bias.
Conclusion: Gingival index and bleeding index of the patients were not influenced by any of the unsplinted overdenture attachment (stud,
magnet, telescopic) system. Inconclusive results found among the studies evaluated comparing crestal bone loss and plaque index.
Clinical significance: This review manuscript has simplified comparative analysis of different unsplinted attachment systems used in two implant
mandibular overdentures to help clinicians choose correct system in such situation.
Keywords: Edentulism, Geriatric dentistry, Implant dentistry, Mandibular overdenture.
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Introduction
Background
Edentulism continues to represent an enormous global healthcare
burden that is often neglected in both developed and developing
countries.1 Conventional complete dentures are one of the
most widely used treatment modalities for edentulous patients.
However, lack of retention and stability results in decrease in
chewing ability in these patients. 2 Dental implants have provided
varieties of fixed abutments and/or removable attachments
systems in restoring completely edentulous arches in recent
years to overcome the problem of retention and stability of
complete dentures. 3–5 Large number of clinical studies in this
area led a panel of experts (at the symposium in McGill University,
Canada in 2002) to create a consensus statement that states: “The
evidence currently available suggests that the restoration of the
edentulous mandible with a conventional denture is no longer
the most appropriate first choice prosthodontic treatment.6 There
is now overwhelming evidence that a two-implant overdenture
should become the first choice of treatment for the edentulous
mandible.” This statement was also supported by experts in
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Unsplinted Attachment Systems
low-profile attachments.11 The Locator (introduced in 2001 by
Zest Anchors), low-profile stud attachment, was one of the most
widely used and studied system in recent years requires as low as
2.5 mm vertical height.11–13 The Equator (introduced by Rhein83) was
similarly designed newer low-profile stud attachment providing
both castable and direct options for implant overdentures, which
requires as low as 2.1 mm.13

Types of Overdenture Attachments
There are four broad groups of attachment systems, namely bar,
stud, magnetic, or telescopic.8,9 Three basic types of attachments
(stud, magnetic, or telescopic) were considered as unsplinted or
free-standing attachments, and the bar attachments are considered
as splinted attachments (Table 1). The bar attachment systems are
made up of metallic casted or milled bars (usually semi-circular
in cross section) joining two or more number of implants and the
retentive components usually holding clips incorporated into the
dentures with the help of metal housings. They provide splinting
effect to all the implants, however, this requires more technical
and clinical expertise to use. The usage remains limited in lesser
inter-arch space. In patients with a decreased vertical dimension or
reduced vertical restorative space, the free-standing or unsplinted
attachment systems are used over splinted (bar-clip) type and are
beneficial in terms of initial treatment cost, hygiene, and simplicity
in manufacturing process.10,11 The unsplinted attachments are
more beneficial in terms of initial treatment cost, maintenance
and ease of repair, hygiene, and simplicity of manufacture as
compared with splinted bar-type of attachments. In recent years,
the different stud attachment designs have been introduced as
opposed to the conventional ball designs and are being named
(and known) by their trade names [Locator (Zest Anchors), Equator
(Rhein83), ERA (Sterngold)] rather than their basic category of
stud attachments (Table 1).11–13 These newer designs have a single
common characteristic feature of their ability to accommodate
limited inter-arch space and hence sometime also referred to as

What is Already Known and What is the Need of this
Review
Even though these newer low-profile stud attachments were in
dental practice for almost two decades, these were not being
compared enough against their conventional counterpart of ball
attachments. Gonçalves et al.14 performed a systematic review and
evaluated 16 randomized clinical trials to compare overdentures
supported by either bar and clip or ball and O-ring attachments
for retention, masticatory efficiency, bone loss, and patient
satisfaction. They concluded that both the bar and clip and ball and
O-ring attachment systems presented similar clinical performance
regarding mechanical and functional properties and patient
satisfaction. Miler et al.15 have carried out a systematic review
of 10 clinical studies to evaluate the success rate, complications,
maintenance, and patient satisfaction with implant-supported
overdentures with the locator system and concluded that locator
system provided acceptable patient satisfaction and appears to hold
a good retention but required frequent maintenance visits. Keshk
et al.16 carried out a systematic review with three randomized clinical

Table 1: Details of unsplinted or free-standing overdenture attachments
Main type
Stud

Subtype or alternative names

Known by trade names

Ball,
Retentive anchor,
Dalla Bona,
O-Ring

Dalbo

Low-profile,
Self-aligning

Locator,
Equator
ERA

Advantages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Magnetic

—

—

•

•
Telescopic

Non-resilient

Conus
SynCone

•
•

Disadvantages

Simple and the most widely
used
Low initial cost
Can be used with non-parallel
implants.
Smaller in size and convenient
in limited inter-arch space
Available in several vertical
heights
Easy chairside fitting and
repairs.
Easier hygiene access
Variety of designs and
retentive strengths
Considerable stress-breaking/
stress relieving effect

•

Offer the advantage of
self-seating the prosthesis,
which is especially suitable for
elderly patients with limited
manual dexterity or arthritis.
Attachment procedures are
relatively simple

•

Hygiene measures are much
easier
Secondary telescopic crowns
provide high retention and
stability of the overdenture

•

•
•
•

•

Long-term maintenance and
repair costs
Not all accommodate angular
discrepancies
Some designs get food and
biofilm accumulation
Early loss of retention

Least retentive amongst all
unsplinted attachments
Intraoral corrosion leading
to rapid loss of retention
and the replacement of
the attachments becomes
inevitable
Metal display of the
primary crowns when the
overdenture is removed may
influence esthetics
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trials (RCTs) comparing telescopic attachments vs other attachment
systems for mandibular implant overdentures and concluded that
there were no significant differences in prosthodontic maintenance
and peri-implant tissue health between telescopic attachments and
ball attachments. Many reviews published either comparing bar and
clip attachment vs other unsplinted attachments. No systematic
review has been carried out on RCTs directly comparing different
unsplinted attachments regarding the crestal bone-level changes
and peri-implant health parameters (namely plaque index, bleeding
index, gingival index, and probing depth) in two implant-retained
mandibular overdentures.

Focus Question (PICOS)
Does one particular unsplinted attachment system (I) compared
with another (C) result in better peri-implant outcomes (O) in two
implant-retained mandibular overdentures (P) using RCTs (S)?

M at e r ia l s

Methods

unsplinted attachment system compared with splinted attachment
system, were excluded. The clinical trials published in English
language were taken into consideration.

Search Strategy
The electronic literature search was conducted independently by
two researchers (PGP, TJK) in the PubMed MEDLINE and Cochrane
Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) between January 1,
2011, and December 31, 2021 (Table 2). A literature search was also
performed in ClinicalTrials.gov and WHO International Clinical Trials
Registry. Manual search was also performed which did not reveal
any eligible study. Only RCTs on two implant-retained mandibular
overdentures using unsplinted attachment systems measuring
peri-implant tissue outcomes with minimum 1-year follow-up
were selected.

Risk of Bias

This systematic review and meta-analysis evaluate the randomized
clinical trials comparing different unsplinted attachment
systems for implant-retained mandibular overdentures. The
study was registered in the Prospective Register of Systematic
Reviews (PROSPERO) platform (CRD42020178103). The study
was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) checklist.
Institutional ethical approval has been obtained from authors’
institute (Project ID: 496/2020).

The selected studies were appraised by two reviewers (TJK, SN)
independently in the five domains namely randomization process,
deviations from intended interventions, missing outcome data,
measurement of the outcome and selection of the reported
result using revised Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool 2.0 (RoB 2.0). Any
disagreement was resolved after discussion with the third reviewer
(SLL) with respect to individual five domains and overall bias.
Individual studies were categorized as high, low, or some concerns.
The studies with a high risk of bias were excluded for the qualitative
and quantitative data synthesis. For clinical trials that evaluated the
same study population, only the study with the higher observation
time was included.

Eligibility of Studies

Summary of Studies

Only those studies with RCTs with the following requirements
were included in the present study: (1) Type of participants—
completely edentulous patients treated with two implant-retained
mandibular overdentures. (2) Type of intervention—two implants
with only unsplinted attachments used with no limits on implant
type, implant manufacturer, technique of placement, or loading
protocols. (3) Comparison—between any two types of unsplinted
attachments. (4) Outcome—crestal bone-level changes and
peri-implant tissue health parameters including plaque/gingival/
bleeding index and probing depth. The studies, in which only
single type of attachments used with different comparators or any

The data were extracted on the variables such as study method,
participants, intervention, and outcome by two reviewers (TJK,
PGP) and combined for analysis. The summary of selected
information was tabulated based upon predetermined criteria
to facilitate effect of attachment systems. Meta-analysis could
not be performed as the crestal bone-level changes and periimplant tissue outcomes were evaluated under vastly different
conditions leading to heterogeneity amongst the articles
selected. The level of agreement between the reviewers
regarding relevant factors in the studies was determined using
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ).

and

Review Registry and Ethical Approval

Table 2: Search strategy
Database

Search strategy

PubMed MEDLINE
(n = 172)

((((( “denture, overlay” [MeSH Terms] OR (“denture” [All Fields] OR “overlay” [All Fields]) OR
“overlay denture” [All Fields] AND “dental prosthesis, implant supported” [MeSH Terms]) OR
“dental implants” [MeSH Terms] OR “dental implant abutment design” [MeSH Terms]) AND
“jaw, edentulous” [MeSH Terms]) OR “mouth, edentulous” [MeSH Terms]) AND “mandible”
[MeSH Terms]

Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials
(CENTRAL)
(n = 52)

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
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MeSH descriptor: [Mouth, Edentulous] explode all trees 803
MeSH descriptor: [Dental Prosthesis, Implant-Supported] explode all trees 813
MeSH descriptor: [Denture, Overlay] explode all trees 355
MeSH descriptor: [Denture Precision Attachment] explode all trees 31
locator* or ball* or magnet* or telescopic* or equator* or unsplinted* 60,392
(#1 or #2 or #3 or #4) and #5 174
MeSH descriptor: [Alveolar Bone Loss] explode all trees 1,350
MeSH descriptor: [Peri-implantitis] explode all trees 207
MeSH descriptor: [Periodontal Index] explode all trees 2,033
MeSH descriptor: [Dental Plaque Index] explode all trees 1,989
#6 and (#7 or #8 or #9 or #10) 52
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R e s u lts
Study Selection
In total, 224 studies were identified in initial search, and 25 were
shortlisted for full-text evaluation (Flowchart 1). A total of 21
studies out of 25 selected studies17–35,38,40 were excluded due
to different reasons listed in Table 3. Four studies36,37,39,41 were
included for systematic review. The studies excluded17–35,38,40 mainly
because of either of the unsplinted attachments were compared
directly with splinted attachments or only unsplinted or splinted
attachments were used to study clinical parameters not related to
the attachments. One study, Maniewicz et al.,18 excluded due to its
in vitro study type. The kappa coefficient value (κ = 0.81) indicated
a high level of agreement between the reviewers for the study
selection process.

Summary and Characteristics of the Study
In total, 41 patients received ball attachments (in 3 studies), 36,39,41
36 patients received low-profile attachments (in 3 studies), 36,37,39
16 patients received magnet attachments (in 1 study), 37 and 13
patients received telescopic attachments (in 1 study).41 The details
of all included studies have been summarized in Table 4 under
different headings. Three37,39,41 studies have included 1-year
follow-up data. One study, Akça et al., 36 has included 5 years
follow-up data. All four studies have included standard sized
implants, however, differs in implant systems or manufacturers.
Different prosthetic loading protocols (immediate, early, and
delayed) were observed in selected four studies. 36,37,39,41 These
factors were not considered as potential exclusion criteria due to
limited number of clinical studies. Three of four studies were RCTs;
however, Krenmair et al.’s39 study was crossover clinical trial. Single
study, Cepa et al.,41 considered maxillary arch with three different
types of prostheses including complete denture, overdenture,

or removable dental prosthesis, rest all three studies considered
only complete dentures in maxillary arch. 36,37,39 Single study37
included both vertical and horizontal bone-level changes, and
remaining three studies36,39,41 have included only vertical bonelevel changes measured on either intraoral periapical radiograph
(IOPA) or orthopantomograph or both. Cepa et al.41 mentioned
crestal bone-level changes on mesial and distal side separately
for each attachment group, and the results interpreted by taking
average of these measurements. Two studies36,39 compared ball
attachments and low-profile attachments, and the results revealed
similar peri-implant tissue health parameters namely plaque
index, gingival index, and bleeding index (Table 4).

Radiographic Measurement Techniques Used and
Crestal Bone-level Changes
Technique used in measurement of radiographic crestal bone-level
changes could be considered as one of the quality components of
the study especially in overdentures. Two studies36,37 used intraoral
periapical (IOPA) radiographic method, one39 study used both IOPA
and Orthopantomograph (OPG), and one41 study used only OPG
to evaluate crestal bone-level changes. Two studies36,37 those used
IOPA radiograph have also used either paralleling device or a film
holder to maintain standardization in film positioning during each
recall time point. The details of the radiographic techniques used
for crestal bone-level changes have been mentioned in one of the
columns in summary Table 4. The ball attachments exhibit higher
crestal bone loss compared with low-profile attachments in single
study36 and comparable in another.39 Another study39 compared
ball attachments with telescopic attachments and revealed similar
results in crestal bone-level changes, and all four tissue health
parameters were evaluated. Single study37 comparing magnet
attachments vs low-profile attachment shown lesser bone loss
with magnet attachments.

Flowchart 1: Study selection process (PRISMA) checklist
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Table 3: Excluded studies with reasons
Sl. No.

Authors

Year

Reason for exclusion

1

Kutkut et al.17

2019

Only locator attachments compared

2

Maniewicz et al.18

2017

Study type in vitro

19

3

Elsyad et al.

2016

Compared directly with splinted attachments

4

Zygogiannis et al.20

2017

Compared directly with splinted attachments

5

Stoker et al.21

2012

Compared directly with splinted attachments

22

6

Schincaglia et al.

2016

Only locator attachments compared

7

Ma et al.23

2016

No implant-related outcome

24

8

Ter Gunne et al.

2016

Only splinted attachments

9

Elsyad et al.25

2014

Only locator attachments compared

10

Elsyad et al.26

2012

Only ball attachments compared

27

11

Gadallah et al.

2012

Only ball attachments compared

12

Mumcu et al.28

2012

Only ball attachments compared

13

Srinivasan et al.29

2020

Compared directly with splinted attachments

30

14

Akoglu et al.

2011

Only ball attachments compared

15

Turkyilmaz et al.31

2012

Only ball attachments compared

16

Muller et al.32

2015

Only locator attachments compared

33

17

Reis et al.

2019

Only splinted attachments

18

Quirynen et al.34

2015

Only locator attachments compared

19

Salman et al.35

2019

Only locator attachments compared

38

20

Aunmeungtong et al.

2017

Third group compared with four implants

21

ElSyad et al.40

2018

Third group compared with splinted attachment

Risk of Bias
The final risk of bias assessment of the included studies is illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2. One study37 was judged to have low risk of bias,
one39 with some concerns, and remaining two39,41 were judged to
have high risk of bias based on the RoB 2.0 analysis (Fig. 1). All four
studies were found to be at low risk of bias in two domains namely
randomization process and deviations from intended interventions
domains (Figs 1 and 2).

Discussion
The crestal bone level and the peri-implant tissue health were not
affected by different unsplinted attachment systems in two implantretained mandibular overdentures. Greater number of studies can
be suggested in this area as some of the parameters either have not
been recorded or have shown inconsistencies in the results. High
risk of bias recorded in either domain for three studies indicated
that the results must be interpreted with caution.

Radiographic Methods and their Influence on Crestal
Bone-level Measurements
Radiographic crestal bone-level measurement could be one of the
most challenging tasks especially while taking PA radiographs. As
the intraoral film must be in the same position, angulation, and
distance during each time point of recall appointments to maintain
uniformity in crestal bone level changes. Three out of four studies
have used intraoral periapical radiographic method and two have
used film holders or paralleling device of different kinds to ensure
same film position during each recall time point. Two studies have
used OPG for radiographic evaluation of crestal bone-level changes.
One study36 revealed higher crestal bone loss with ball attachments
1350

than low-profile attachments, one study37 revealed higher vertical
bone loss with low-profile attachment than magnets, however,
indicated similar horizontal bone loss. Two studies revealed no
difference in bone loss between ball and low-profile attachments39
and between ball and telescopic attachment.41 Varied outcome
measurements among the studies were observed regarding the
crestal bone loss and plaque index leading to inconclusive results.
Conventionally, the distance between the first screw thread to the
top of the alveolar crest in the parallel periapical radiograph has been
measured to assess crestal bone changes.42 Alternate technique
demonstrated the crestal bone-level measurement from tip of the
implant and calculating effective changes by normalizing the values
using actual implant length and radiographic implant length.43,44
This technique effectively minimizes the measurement error and
can be recommended in addition to use of paralleling device or film
holder technique. Further research is required to evaluate the effect
of different radiographic methods on effective crestal bone-level
measurements especially in implant overdenture patients.

Potential Confounding Factors
Although all four studies have used standard implants, many
confounding factors can possibly affect the results namely
different implant manufacturers, different implant surface
topography/design, and different loading protocols. These factors
may also potentially influence the crestal bone-level changes
and peri-implant outcome parameters and should be taken into
consideration before interpreting the results.45 In this regard,
Cehreli et al.45 performed a systematic review to evaluate the
effects of implant design and attachment type on marginal bone
loss in implant-retained/supported overdentures with a total of
4,200 implants from 13 manufacturers and concluded that there

The Journal of Contemporary Dental Practice, Volume 22 Issue 11 (November 2021)

Cepa
et al.41

2017 Ball (n = 12)
Conus
(n = 13)

Krenmair 2012 Ball (n = 10)
et al.39
LOCATOR
(crossover
(n = 10)
trial)

2016 Magnetic
(n = 16)
LOCATOR
(n = 16)

2013 Ball (n = 19)
LOCATOR
(n = 10)

Akça
et al.36

Elsyad
et al.37

Year

Authors

1, 2, 3

1

1

5

Ankylos

Camlog

tioLogic,
Dentaurum

Straumann
SLA surface

Types of
No. of
attachments follow–
and (no. of
up
Implant
patients)
years manufacturer

Table 4: Summary of selected studies

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Implant
types

Plaque
index

Ball
No
>LOCATOR difference
(p = 0.012)

Crestal
bone loss
No
difference

Gingival
index

Probing
depth

No
difference

Delayed
No
(3 months) difference

No
difference

No
difference

No
difference

No
difference

Crestal bone
level
measurement
technique

No
No
difference difference

No
No
difference difference

Digital
orthopantomogram

Digital intraoral
periapical radiograph
and OPG No
standardization
technique mentioned
for intraoral periapical
radiographs

Intraoral periapical
radiograph using film
holder: Modification
was done by drilling a
hole above implant’s
position, and the holder
was secured in position
by the long screw of the
impression coping

No
Not
Intraoral periapical
difference mentioned radiograph using a
paralleling device
(Dentsply Rinn)
Radiographs were
digitized at 2,400 dpi
using a scanner (Epson
Perfection 2400 Photo,
Seiko Epson), and linear
measurements of the
distance from first bone
to implant contact to
the implant shoulder
on the mesial and distal
sides of the implants

Bleeding
index

Immediate Vertical
Magnet
Not
No
No
bone loss: >LOCATOR mentioned difference difference
LOCATOR (p <0.05)
>Magnet
(p <0.05)
Horizontal
bone
loss:
No
difference

Early
(5–6
weeks)

Loading
protocols

Complete
Early
denture
(10 days)
or
overdenture
or
removable
partial
dental
prosthesis

Complete
denture

Complete
denture

Complete
denture

Maxillary
arch
prosthesis

Unsplinted Attachment Systems
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protocols, follow-up periods) leading researchers to make no
conclusive remarks. Nonetheless, two peri-implant tissue health
parameters namely gingival and bleeding indices indicated
similar results under all varied conditions and pairs of attachment
comparison. Probing depth was not mentioned in one study,36 and
those mentioned37,39,40 indicated similar results between different
attachment systems. As the peri-implant health parameters could
also be influenced by other confounding factors such as implant
system, implant surface treatment, loading protocols, method
of bone-level measurement, intraoperator, and interoperator
agreement reporting the results of the study, the results of this
systematic review should be interpreted cautiously.

C o n c lu s i o n

Fig. 1: Risk of bias of each selected study

Within the limitations of this systematic review, the following
conclusions were drawn. Gingival index and bleeding index of the
patients were not influenced by any of the unsplinted overdenture
attachment (stud, magnet, telescopic) system. Inconclusive results
found among the studies evaluated comparing crestal bone loss
and plaque index. Results of this systematic review should be
carefully interpreted in clinical practice.
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Fig. 2: Overall type of risk of bias of included studies
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